THE PUMPKIN THAT CHANGES COLOUR
Meet Peter The Pumpkin- a smart yet shy fellow,
who has an irrational fear of most things. His
fear leads him to change his colour so that he
can blend, hide and escape.

Peter quickly changes colour and hides, and makes a safe
exit from the school! Peter is delighted with the new
discovery, and uses the same plan to get out of school
for days!

I can change my
colour to green,
and hide behind
Madam! No one
will dare tease
me then.

Okay I will grant you a
magical broom which
will help you find the
courage that lies
within you. but you have
to promise to not hide
because of those
other silly kids.

Peter you should not be
changing colors just to
hide from other kids.
They will never stop
teasing you if you let
them have such power
over you.

That night, due to
habit, Peter changes
his colour to white
while going to bed,
but then sees the
magic broom next to
him.
HE decides not to
hide and changes
back to his normal
pumpkin orange. It
takes him a while to

But how do I
do that? I am
too scared,
what if they
find me.

Thank you so
much! I will
try my best
not to hide.

get to sleep that
night, but the next
morning Peter wakes
up with a new found
confidence!

Peter is very excited! He feels like a new person!
Over time Peter even makes friends... and leads a fun
and beautiful life like every other pumpkin, without
ever changing colour.

That was just an
ordinary broom, the
magic always comes
from within.
Thank you so
much for your
magic broom, it
has changed my
life! I never have
to hide again.

Wow, this magical
broom... truly
works!

